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the 
for the sake of future contributions, perhaps 
a little should be said about editorial policies of 
the Lantern. Past issues have been accused of 
being esoteric . Editors, like parents, are very sensi-
tive to criticism of their issue; we have attempted 
to broaden the scope of the Lantern while maintain-
tng the quality of the art . If we've failed, tell us. 
Our faculty takes a quite liberal attitude to-
'oard subject matter of the magazine. But please 
remember that we want literature, not protest alone. 
Questionable subjects must be bathed in art. 
"The greatest literature has yet to be written . 
Write it!" 
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A New Bedlam 
R. Newcombe 
I y nature, I om not g iven to complaining. I have often been as· • sured by both fri end and enemy thot I am too reasonab le and too I wil li ng to accept troub le and tri bulat ion mere ly to ovoid the worries enta i led in opposing those conditions which I suspec t 
should be a l tered . I mean to have you, the reader, under stand that I would 
not have undertaken to wr ite this complaint except at tro severest urgings 
of my friends and my physic ian, and my own emb ittered conscience . Diffi -
dent as I am, my heart has become ca lloused and my hand stead ied by 
overl ong exposure to t he utterly foul and completely impossible living 
conditions in South Hal l . 
For purposes of illustrat ion, let me compore South Hall to a lunatic 
asy lum of severa l centur ies ago . South Hall is bedlam indeed! 
At any given time the inma tes of South Hall ore in a senseless and 
tumultuous uproar . In the daytime the screams of the tortured and the ma -
niacal laughter of their torturer s are audible within holf a mi Ie of the 
dormitory . At night, ha lfo()nimal forms brush greyly post in the dar k and 
the ai r is tainted w ith the odor of blood spi l led duri ng the day. Behind 
every door and around every corner woter bal loons and shoving cream 
await the unwary who step too slowly or too fas t. If and when you attain 
the relative comfort of your room , you ore like ly to find even this inode · 
quote hoven spoiled by the depredations of your fellow inmates . Your 
furniture, such as it was, wil l not be there, or if i t is there, this is c 
signal to the wi se that t he room has been booby trapped . You must ovo id 
sudden motion, stepcorefull y over hol f.hidden tri pwi res , and open drawers 
wi th extreme cauti on. 
The only s ignificant d ifference be tween South Hall and on e ight -
eenth century madhouse i s this: it was the delight of the r ich and sane to 
taU' asylums in bygone days. Apparentl y, young ladies of quality were 
able to der ive considerable amusement from the plight of t he inmates . Any 
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young lady who might have the temer ity to ente r South Hall , even an a 
du ll day, wou ld be fortunate to escape wi th her I ife and her honor . 
I do nat know how v isi tors to Bedlam were greeted, but t hei r rece p-
tion was probab ly mare cordial , and certainly more decent t han that offered 
to those who dare to make a phone cal l to · Old South " . The mothers, 
fi ancees, employers and fr iends who have at tempted to ma ke contact with 
an occupant of South Ha ll have invariably had t he ir most urgent a ttempt s 
ruined by the volume of noise produced by the inmates a t a phone ring' s 
not ice. In addit ion, these paor people have been expased to as much pro-
fani ty of the mos t degraded and unnecessary nc t lJ'e as has the average 
boot-camp army p-ivote . 
In fai rness to the inmates, let me say t hat I bel ieve t hei r madness 
is not of thei r own production. I assume tha t the admi ssions office is not 
so inefficient as to admit thi rty lunat ics in t he short s pa n of four years . 
Rather, I be lieve that thei r condi t ion was brought about by thei r env iron-
ment : South Ha ll. 
It would seem that no effort has been spared by the author iti es to 
make South Hall as inconducive to s tudy and rationa l living as pass ib le . 
The plumbing is perhaps adequate for six people . Wh ile it is t rue that an 
effort to ame li orate this cond it ion was made recent ly by t he ins ta llati on 
of a new s hower (br ingi ng the total number ava ilab le to thre e), it is also 
true that th is shower seldom funct ions correct ly . Aga in, if one of the in· 
mates were to a ttempt to get next to god I iness by us ing one of t hese 
showers , he wou ld d ivert a ll traffi c into the rema ining bat hrooms . Every 
ti me tha t anyone t urned an the co ld water, the occupa nt of the shower 
would be sca lded in I ive s team . Or if the hot wate r were used, the occ u-
pant of the s hower would be de luged in ice . The cumulat ive effect of such 
shoc k treatments does much to expla in the menta l conditi on of South 's 
inmates . 
Not content wit h water shock treatments , the des igners of South 
Ha ll achieved the height of sadi sm in thei r efforts to endow the bu ilding 
wit h central heating. T he temperatlJ'e on the firs t fl oor is invari ably 110 
degrees Fahrenhe it, on the second f I cor , 72 degrees Fahrenheit, and an 
the third fl oor, 13 degrees Fahrenheit . The e nd res ul t of these tremendous 
extreme s of cli mate is that the occ upants of the thi rd and fi rs t fl oors are 
c ont inual ly at each others ' throa ts . The second fl oor occ upants infuri ate 
everyone else by thei r tota l incbi I ity to understand the na t ure of th e 
prob lem . 
Recentl y, a mea sure of c ompromi se was ochieved . Occ upants of the 
thi rd fl oor store ice c ream, mi lk, cheese, and other peris ha b les on their 
rad ia tors for the firs t f loor people , and these unfor tunate s in t urn a llow 
us of the t hi rd fl oor to fry eggs and heat coffee on thei r rod iators . 
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One condi ti on remains which has served to destroy the morale of 
all the inmates alike. The power supply of South Hall is entirely inade -
quate . It is a rare night that at least four fuses don't burn out. The wiring 
is clever ly arranged so that each fuse controls about holf the rooms on 
one f loor . Therefore, if a fuse burns out on the first floor, ten lusty voices 
cry out for light, and twenty stumbling feet pound eNer to the proctor' s 
room, where the voices again raise the cry for light . The proctor, who is 
no longer willing to risk life and limb by importing two hundred pounds of 
fuses into the dorm every 
day, briefly outlines the an -
cestryofthe supplicants and 
slams the door in the ir faces. 
Again, twenty feet stumble 
up to the thi rd fl oor where 
the fuse boxes are situated 
and replace thei r burned out 
fuse with one that control s, 
soy, half the thi rd floor 
lights. This is a signal for 
all out war. Soon all lights 
are doused or broken, and 
the a ir is filled with fi re -
crackers, water bal loons, 
and curses. Somewhere, one 
poor foo l is trying to study. 
He is soon ferreted out and 
forced to become the target 
for the rest of the even ing 's 
merr iment . This r iot cant in· 
ues unt il the lost part ic ipant 
drops from batt le fatigue , or 
unti I the down of a new day 
announces the advent of 
classes , quizzes, labs, md 
houri ies . 
/ 
\ 
, 
Thus South Ha ll is obv ious ly worse than the worst of modhouses. 
The conditions of the inst itution serve mere ly to aggravote the conditions 
of the inmates . I suggest that the onl y so lution to the p'oblem is to d is-
miss al l the inmates of South Hall from the co ll ege, then to raze the bui ld-
ing and plow the chcrred f ields around the ruin with enough salt to dis-
courage any future attempt at human habitation . 
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A PRIORI 
1 
Temptation of tho!J1lht no longer provides 
The drive, the means, and the trust. 
All that I saw has so easily died; 
Earth has taken its dust. 
More patent, less real, logcian's crust 
Denies me reason to pursue 
All the goals that once I wast, 
Fore queen came into view, 
Ezalting feeling's ether that I might pass thro!J1lh. 
2 
My reason to go on wuh life 
Seemed purposeless and leaving fast, 
For Knowledge only taught me strife 
Through all the tragedy of us past, 
In never answering questions asked 
Of truth and beauty, on love and God. 
Alone I sought life's furtive cast, 
Until at length all paths were trod-
Still was I a being of no love, no God. 
3 
All seemed lost; hope turned to vapor, 
Till from the mist stepped my sublime, 
Beautifully shining sincerity's color . 
Her heart knew warmth; no other clime 
Was hers through passage of endless time . 
U Intuition affords us reality's shade," 
She said, and found in poesy's rhyme 
A stir surpassing study's virgin maid 
And the chill of all sciences before us laid . 
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4 
C ontaqion of truth has brouqht within 
Throuqh the beinq of this pure flower, 
A qood which surely always has been 
Beyond all breadth of cosmos' power. 
Since the crumble of reason's tower 
Sirius ' glint seeps e'er more bright, 
And never mOre shall temperance cower 
Tn the dark to auqment niqht. 
Mind, not soul, restrained by its own miqht. 
5 
Paragon's eyes, one short, one far, see 
Voque as reality's jester fool; 
But oft' T pause that T may be 
A soldier in the thinker's school . 
Loqic, love says is an artless tool, 
Which serves to thicken the shroud 
And composes a spirit, already now cool. 
Greyinq the hue of hope's cloud 
So that life's stranqe reliqion remains to her unbowed . 
6 
Now belief has taken doubt's leave, 
Departed disorder of thouqht. 
Only love for life conceives 
The truth that all men souqht; 
Never found in theory's drouqht 
A peace so rare explained, 
When only after contests we've fouqht, 
Meetinq on the qround of our bane, 
, May we in ourselves all the universe contain. 
Townsend 
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Germ Warfare 
Harry L . Serio 
I) ummer sessions are abominations, especially if you pick the 
blasted southern clime of Talladega College in Alabama, as I 
did in the summer of 1960. I remember ane particularly bl istering 
.... __ ... day .... Half of the water in that sovereign state was poised 
on the edge of the ai r, and the other half was gluing rre to t he seat of my 
wooden desk. I had been doing same rather distressing exper iment s hav-
ing to do w ith gast r ic ulcers in field mice, and after such a day, I was 
hardly in a recept ive moad when I faced the several mi les of ri pp l ing 
asphalt and tar that seporated me from hame. 
At a I ittle post 9:30, my tires finally found the I ittle dirt rood which 
ron through a cornfield to my dwelling . I was midway through the field 
when I was. stunned by a blinding green light moving toward me from 
above. "Aurora borealis, " was my fi rst thought, but this was quite improb-
able at lat itude 33 ' 25 '. The light touched the fi eld, careened and skipped 
to a place no more than a 100 yards to my left. I ran toward it while on 
inner urge to ld me to r un in the opposite di rection . Real ization that I was 
looking at a space ship caused on oath of some indecency to escape my 
lips. 
The vesse l approximated the shope of a gigant ic hypodermic needle 
and gave off on eerie glow by which I could see some details: strange 
markings on its side that were remindful of graduations, no ports or win-
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dows. As I watched from my hiding place, I was soon able to notice some-
thing moving within the croft. The ship itself was not luminescent, but 
translucent, and it was the light from within that caused its glow . I crept 
closer, clXsing myself for scientific curiosity, to examine a strange appa-
rat us at the toil end of the ship - 0 depresser? A cold, gelatinous sub-
stance plopped onto the bock of my neck . I spun oround and was confronted 
by on incredibl y lorge, seven foot germ. A second pseudopodia lashed out 
and enveloped my arm. I was dragged to, and through, on opening that hod 
appeared in the bow of the projectile, to find myself in a narrow corridor 
that was somewhat reminiscent of on artery, though I had never been 
in one. 
We entered a large chamber through a membranous fold , and I found 
before me a beehive of activity. A great number of giant germs were scur-
rying about, busying themselves at complicated instruments that lined the 
wal ls of the chamber. In the center of the chamber, one germ was giving 
orders to the others, and it was to this germ that I was precipitated . He 
took time to grow a mouth, respiratory system, and vocal cords, and then 
asked me questions about my personal life, exactly where the ship hod 
landed, and some opporently unrelated thi ngs . Then the leader, assuming 
an ai r of confidential camarader ie, which seemed ludicrous to me, imparted 
knowledge of the conquest of the universe. 
The germs hoo, eons ago, come from a planet so large that it could 
have engulfed our entire solar system. This planet Armotroy, supported a 
race of giant, humanoid creatures. The germs, however, were the intelli-
gent species and took up residence in the herds of the dumb animals. 
Some of the more adventurous germs hod become addicts of nation-
ali sm, and developed spoce flight to spread the germanic civilizet ion 
throughout the universe. Since our planet was on ly imperfect in its in-
sufficient size, the germs settled here . Being intelligent and practical 
creatures, they abandoned the giant race, called Titans, and built new 
homes. Some wanted cozier homes and new styles in exterior architecture, 
others preferred larger homes. They installed mechanisms of reproducti on 
to prevent housing shortages as the germ population increa sed , and cre-
ated automatic remcx:leling, or evolution. 
When all this had been accomplished, they chose the hosts in which 
they would live , and by mu ltiple division, they reduced themselves to 
their microcosmic state and entered their homes to live happily for cen -
turies . But trouble occurred _ man grew hi s heod much too lorge, and be -
came civilized. War broke out among the germs. One faction decided to 
destroy the human race before man progressed further, and create other 
homes ;'hich they could inhabit by further mu ltiple division. But the con-
servative mon-dwellers were content to remai n in the ir present state . When 
the Black Bottle was over, the conservatives emerged victorious . The 
anti -man germs were exiled to rots, flies, and pond scum, from which only 
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sallies could be made. 
It was rough ly one hundred and fifty yeors ago that man began to 
take the offensive against the germs . But man used his weapons indis-
criminately on both friendly and disease germs. The conservatives pan -
icked and called for help by means of transmitters, utilizing the oppendix. 
These giants, who were holding me captive, had begun their odyssey a 
centLfY ago to answer the s -o-s of their brothers . Their next ta sk was to 
contact the Chairman of the World Counci I of Germs, Macro Coccus, who 
lived in the right ventr icle of one Marjorie Arden. 
I told the leader that I knew the girl and thet she would be delighted 
to know that her heart was serving as the capital of the Germ Empire . I 
was dispatched at once to bring Marge to the leader of the Armatroy germs. 
Marge didn't believe my story, but she decided to come anyway when I 
told her that the ship was in the middle of O'Grody's cornfield . When she 
saw the hypodermic needle, she wanted to turn back, but I hed mode a 
promi se and I was goi ng to keep it. I dragged Marge the rest of the way. 
Once inside the chamber, a germ grabbed Merge's arm and jabbed a 
hypo into it. The germs that were tuken from her were told to return and 
bring heir leacer. In a matter of seconds the hypo was again injected and 
the contents placed on a glass sl ide. By some odd-looking device, the 
germs were enlarged. Before us appeared Macro Coccus , a white corpus -
cle, Leader of the Earth Germ s , Commander-in-Chief of the Conservative 
German Army, and Defender of the Right Ventricle of />Iorjorie Arden. 
The leader from Armatroy and the leader from earth then went into 
conference . Marge and I waited two hours. 
When the two leoders came out of their conference , they related to 
us the plan of compromi se that they hed worked aut. They hod cons idered 
destroying the human roce, but since man was only interested in destroy-
ing the bod germs and not the conservative germs , they had decided to 
waive thi s proposal . The compromise was this: Merge and I would not 
take any onti-biotics, germicides , injections, vaccinations , or hexachloro-
phine. We had to leave to Mecra Coccus and hi s army the dest ruction of 
the anti -man factions . We were olso required to serve as their spies and 
"'port to them any new development in anti -biatics and the like, so that 
the conservatives wou ld have t ime to bu i ld up a resistance . This would 
be benefi cial both to the humans and to the conservatives . Lastly, we 
were both asked to join the Christian Scientists and he lp in convert ing 
others to the doctrine the germs hod given us . 
When we hod signed our names to the agreement , Macro Coccus was 
returned to his microcosmic state oro reinjected into Marge 's arm. We 
left the craft carrying the transmitters t hey hed given us . As we st ood an 
a small ri se twa hundred feet from the great hypo, it took off. They wou ld 
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go to a nearby planet and establ ish a base of operations should there be 
a need to destroy the human race. 
Since that day in August, 1960, IW:J rge and I have kept our promise . 
We have not been vacc inated ; we have not token any medicinals ; we hove 
not consul ted a physic ian. As a resul t we consider ourselves two of the 
healthies t indiv idua ls oli ve . I've token a position in a medical research 
center olong with Marge, and every night we communicate with our little 
fr iends, te lli ng them of any new deve lopments. Our movement is growing . 
Everyday more and more people ore io ining our ronks . Soon we will have 
a hea lthy world and al l disease wil l be wiped out, through mutual agree-
ment between humans and germs . 
Man doesn 't know how close he comes to the truth when he claims 
that he descended from one-celled anima ls, for everytime he looks into a 
microscope, he is able to see his crea tor . 
VERSE FOR A SYMPATHY CARD 
We half hoped, half expected, 
to see some outward sign 
of the inner change 
that must have taken hold by now. 
T here was no sign . Unle ss the 
moment 's pause at the window 
was a s hutting inward 
and guarding outward of 
the inne r pain. 
Linda Leeds 
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ON LAMARTINE'S CRUCIFIX 
( In the summer of 1816 Lamartine, vacationing in the 
Swiss Alps, met and fell deeply in love with Mrs . 
Charle s. They were to meet the followi ng summer , 
but she was tOO ill, and died of tuberculosis before 
see ing him . The c ross which she held as she died 
was sent to Lamartine, who also drew consolation 
from it at hi s death . His immortal poem, "Le Cruci-
fix" . asked that the c ross might pass from hand to 
hand as a symbol o f sa lvation. -Editor) 
A wooden coffe r ' lone can ever yield 
This (inal monument and treasured shield . 
A s-imple thing it is, the Fi8her'8 crOS8, 
Yet gathers value through the wearer '8 108s. 
A chain upon its end does self connect 
To make a circle, linked to clasp elect, 
That (arms an opposite of unity 
With meaning of the pendule's angled tree . 
As just an ounce of preS8W'e may confound 
A compass point from its eternal round, 
So could this symbol of the Nazarene death 
Stain by an unbeliever's careless breath . 
Yet when I reach to touch, my hands object 
And find concentric rings of awe protect 
By bringing thoughts of rattling sounds, without 
A Christ to close the palaver o( doubt. 
Peter Venn ema 
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On Art 
M. B. III' the Creation, so c reation. " Let there be light! " and the imper· 
'lSl cept ible in the command of the artist ·mediory lights a cold and 
~ barren empt iness , " , .. and the light was good . . . . n Art is the 
quintessentia l consummation of the incomprehensible spi r it of 
creation. It is coterminous wi th life itself. Art, li ke life, although appar -
entl y ardentl y stroin ing toward purposeful goals , is ultimately meaning. 
less . It is , and does , but cannot be grasped. It has aspec ts of a preserving 
Vishnu of many arms. Painting, Sculpture, Architecture, ond literature 
are 011 limbs of the some body . 
Creative literature is the inadequate translati on of a complete inter-
na l emotional life into accepted symbols. Symbo ls themselves are ab-
stracted from another world of life, where what is commonly experienced 
must be identified . How poor, then, are such designations to descri be 
what is un-commonly felt. The arti st carves a dream in marble or in words, 
and his work is marble , or words . Art, as creat ion, is life, but the art ist's 
creation lives only through impl icati on . To analyze a book is to analyze 
words. To comprehend a creation is to feel it vitally . To understand a 
work of art is to undergo the emotional experience of its creatcr . 
A magnet draws art ever forward in endless grasping . It is the phi -
losophers' st'Jne called Truth; being , yet not : a word without meaning . 
Truth is the perfect unattainable ideal. Di sti lied and refi ned, art ap-
proaches the asymptote it may never touch. Why waste life in the hope -
less, frui tless couse? Proximity is relative. and the greater the heat , the 
more high ly refined the product. Each hopes to better the precedented for 
his own glory or the maintenance or at toinment of his own contentment, 
ond with various degrees of ard or penetrates deep into his sou l to drain 
the essence onto a canvas or a leaf. dissolved in it s inadequate veh icle . 
Idea ls are inherently beyond the automat ion of the accepted limited 
truths which gove rn the surfa ce li fe. The man willing to live on the sur -
face has no need of the ult imate truth, for whose disquieting ques t he 
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must leave insens itive security to intermi noble ~ob i ng and permanent di s-
contentment. H is consci ous life may be phys ica ll y real, but it s value s 
are spuri ous , its sat isfac t ions worthless , for they are based on ignorance 
rot rer than knowl edge ; on noth ing rat her than somet hi ng. T he creot ion of 
art, be ing the art of creati on, sets the onl y tr ue va lues . No critic ism is 
va lid, save one of method . 
HOPE 
Pandora should have closed that boz 
Before the very end 
And saved a race of dying men 
The torment of such a friend 
A friend that glorifies the gloom 
Of life '8 eternal race 
Bed fellow of a thousand dreams 
Forever seeking no place 
A friend to mollify the sting 
To ever tranquilize 
Panacea for life's long attack 
To cure and hypnotize 
Eternal preacher of life as a means 
Denyer of an end 
Always telling men to await 
Paradise and the Friend 
Without Pandora's final gift 
Man could se e the slope, 
Could see life going down then out 
Save for your cloud, false Hope . 
J. H. Ryan 
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HYMN TO THE MORNING 
A so(t re(raction, dulled by mist, arrives 
To tint the lightest o( my almost things -
They do.e , when darlenes. comes, and purge their live s 
O( that reality which waking brings. 
A ringing silence hangs in shrouds, and then 
Is sundered by the sound o( warmth that moves . 
Her garments (loat through trails o( dreams and wend 
Through currents, (urling; whispering that soothes. 
Her lips, too red to (orm a smile, are lost 
From view as (evered moistness numbs the nape . 
Resistance merged with an eternity, 
Inertia (loundering in a maelstrom's rage is tossed . 
I (ear it's hard enough to (ind escape 
From dreams, but then i( they're reality? 
Peter Vennema 
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An Educator Speaks 
Anne Mendelson 
III t is with pleasure that I note the growing conviction among con-iii temporary educators that the encouragement in our schools of W non-intellectual forms of competition is not only conducive to the welfare of all students from kindergarten to college , but es-Ls-e-n~ti-a'1'I"to it. Those intimately acquainted with the nature of our educa -
tional system and the problems which it now faces cannot fai I to appreci -
ate the benefits to be derived from such competition; teacher s and princi -
pals throughout the notion cre enthusiastically supporting what I sholl 
henceforth refer to as N. I. C. 
I have, however, observed on a larming coldness toward N.I.C. among 
the general public - fostered in some cases (no doubt) by genuine concern 
for our children' s and our own welfare, but more often by the petty corp-
ings of selfish po liticians, solt-headed intellectuals , and t he other self-
appcinted cr itics of the Amer ican educational system. I am happy to soy 
that the Americ an pub lic, although it may listen with some sympcth y to 
their persuasions, has not yet ac tually been dupec by these foes of edu-
cation . It is to that pub lic that I address myself. I hove confidence in the 
ability of Amer ican citizens to choose what is best for their children; it 
remains on ly to loy the facts before them. 
The ch ief argument advanced againstN. I.C. is that it is the school's 
place to foster intellectual development and that, to this end , intellectual 
forms of competition shou ld be encouraged to the greatest possible extent. 
T o those acquainted with our educational system, this argument sounds 
likE; something out of t he Dark Ages. If it were followed to its logical 
conc lusion, the students with h igh inte llect ua l ability wou ld obvious ly do 
better in school than those locking such abi lity -a situation wh ich, in 
addition to it s intrinsic i n justice, would tend to give students a distorted 
picture of American society . For thousands of years, a mistaken emphasis 
upon intellectua l achievement has prevailed in the educat iona l systems 
of Western civilizations . It is on l y within the lost ha lf-century that en -
lightened educators have succeeded in lessening it; we must not undo 
the work of those fifty years . 
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It would certainly be unwi se, however, to do away with all forms of 
competition, or to let outstanding ability go enti rely unreworded. The ab-
sence of intellectual competition creates a vacuum which must l::e filled 
by more rewording activities - and the lost holf<entury has witnessed on 
unprecedented blossoming of such activities. Only in our own time has 
N.I .C. come into its own . Such moinstoys of education as basketball, 
baseball, and, above all , football hove restored to education a balance 
which it has not hod s ince the day of the caveman. 
Unfortunately, such activities have aroused vociferous OPPOSit Ion 
from those who do not possess phys iques su itable for strenuous sports . 
It must be admitted that this opposi ti on is not enti rely un justified. Surely 
it would be as arbitrary to make physical prowess requi site for success in 
school as to c li ng to the outmoded , intellect -centered view of education. 
Football and basketball have served their purpose in remov i ng undue em-
phasis from intel lectual achievement and focusing attenti on on N.I . C .; 
it is time naw to find a form of competition which, while still generally 
recognizable as non- intellectual, makes no strenuous demand on either 
intellect or physique. 
I have been puzzling aver this problem for some year s, attempting 
to find a sport which meets these requi rements and is su itable for stu-
dents of all age groups . The answer downed on me recently whi Ie I was 
leafing through a pile of o ld sports magazines and come upon on articl e 
about outomobile rocing; before I hod read a dozen lines, I knew that I 
hod the so lution. Automobile racing demands neither exceptiona l intelli -
gence (although it requ ires enough to plea se incorrigible intellec tua ls) 
nor extraordinary physica l endowment (although it requires enough to 
please athletes). It prov ides physical tfTill s in abundance, is imbued with 
strong elements of luck, and, i f widely enough adopted, wi II greatl y reduce 
overcrowd ing in schoo ls by eliminatillg 0 lorge ~rcentoge of the total 
enrollment. It will be necessary, of course. to devise spec iol rule s for 
school races , in order to tone down the demands on intelligence which 
have not yet been eliminated from championship racing, but the changes 
should not be difficult to make. Perhaps in a few year s it wi II be possible 
to eliminate entirely the antedilwion intellectl..Ol tendencies which linger 
in our educational system and to devote our schoo ls wholly to auto racing. 
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COME OUT 
With open mouth and hungry mind 
Taste the savor of the wind; 
Drink deep, with brimming brew delight 
Thy sense-dulled countenance repined 
That dungeon narrow encloses tight 
In galling manacles to blight. 
With buoyant limbs and heedful ear 
The soft refined vibrations hear 
Of Zephyr, playing on the reeds 
His rondo's soft sound surging c lear; 
And thrushes singing in the meads 
Sweet poems and heroic deeds. 
With tilted he ad and dilate nare 
Breathe the perfume of the air 
That wafts as lilacs softly sway 
In gentle breeze, with scents as rare 
As new mown grass or ocean spray 
To pass the East's most sweet sachet. 
With beating heart and tingling palm 
Feel the spicy, fresh'ning balm 
Of sparkl'ing water, icy cold 
From deep in earth's unfathome d realm; 
And in impres sioned fingers hold 
A memory of soft leafy fold . 
With labored breath and daz zled eye 
Behold the glory of the sky -
The countless wide Ely8ean Fields 
Of radiant beauty open lie 
To eager outstretched hand, and yields 
A wealth no misanthrope conceals. 
M. B. 
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Insemination 
Larry Snyder 
rr.~::;f1 he sleek, needle-nosed ship Pioneer drifted aimlessly in the 
dark reaches of space. Inside, its captain and only occupant, 
Martin Halleck, exper ienced a mixture of emotions . He felt the 
a...::==:..J pride of accomplishment , having built the Pioneer secret ly and 
unaided . It hod taken several yea rs and much hord labar, but he had no 
regrets. He was forever free from Ear th ' s hold over him. He could use his 
revolutionary spoce dr ive to corry him to the frontiers of the galaxy. 
Earth was a very old planet. The human race had become decadent. 
War, famine, and disease were things of the post. But for all his achieve -
ment, man, somewhere along the line, had lost his desire to invent and 
discover . There were no scientists, no quests fa" knowledge. The race 
was content to live out its existence in ease and luxury. 
In this respect Halleck was a throwback. He had always wondered 
what lies beyond the moon and the planets . In his youth he was constantly 
ridiculed for his foolish scientific experiments. But now was his chance -
his chance to do something, to have a purpose. An unexplainable fervor 
of excitement raced through his veins . His heart pounded a little horder. 
He gazed at the g leaming control ponel. For an instant Halleck felt a fa-
mil iar gnawing ache in his stomach . He was a brave man, and every brave 
rran knows fear. H is finger hovered over the but ton that would hurl the 
Pioneer forward at many times the speed of light. With a gr im resoluteness 
he stabbed dawn. Instantly he lost consciousness. 
The ship's comport ment swam in circles before Halleck ' s holf -
opened eyes . He res ted in the heavil y-podded chair for severa l minutes 
until the terri ble dizziness possed . Finally, when his strength began to 
return and his brain cleared , he sat up and looked through the observati on 
porthole. He was aware of twa br ight objects in a white -streaked, black 
background. This must be a binary solar system, he thought , the kind he 
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had seen many times through his telescope on Earth. One sun was rather 
small and yellow; the other was nearly twice as large, radiat ing brilli ant 
whi te light. Insti nct ive ly Halleck senseo somet hing was wrong . His ve-
locity gauge indicated that the ship was nat moving. Yet the heavens 
seemed to be whizzing past him in blurred streaks . Then the monstrous 
t ruth dawneo on him. He reasoneo that somehow his ship hod broken the 
time barrier and was now traveling through the future at a fantastic rate 
in some distant galaxy . What other explanation might there be? 
His deliberations were suddenly interrupted by a violent explosion. 
The huge white sun erupted from its very core, leaving only a vast gase~ 
ous cloud that rotated around the remaining sun in a flat circu lar disk. As 
eons of time passed before Halleck's eyes in seconds, the vapors con-
densed to form 0 system of plonets. He was completely awed by the reali-
zation that he was actually witnessing the birth of a solar system. At 
once Halleck knew what must be done. In only a few minutes of hi s time 
life would surely evolve and advance on at least one of the planets. He 
He would wait for the proper moment, cut off the ship's dr ive, and moke 
contact with the a li ens . The infinite opportun ities available were over-
whelming . But in his excitement Halleck prematurely pusheo the "off" 
button. He realizeo his blunder immeoiately, but it was too late. Fate 
seemed to punish him for his error, as he was unfortunate enough to break 
through the time warp on ly a few mi les above t he surface of one of the 
planets. Out of contro l, the Pioneer dove straight down. In those lo st 
seconds its helpless captain cou ld only regret the futility of his end. 
The planet was barren and lifeless . Its long cooling process was 
nearly over . The land was cavereo by great rocky st re tches and newly 
formed mountain ranges . The warm, sterile seas beat savage ly ogains the 
shorelines . On one of the beaches the remains of Mart in Halleck were 
washed by the vi rgin waters. But they were virgin no longer, for the sub -
microscopic forms from his body infecteo the oceans with life. His job 
was done. 
Night descended on the planet's first day of life . The sky above 
would have been familiar toHalleck, espec ially the bright c rescent-shaped 
object ... men would someday ca ll the moon . ... 
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A DAY'S HOPE 
Run, ripples, run . 
Strange that this timid breeze and tender sun 
Has called me here 
To think what 's to be won. 
This silly April brook 
flas carved its way 
{n winter 's ice and August Sun. 
So run, ripples, run . 
Your purpos e shame s the lac k of mine, 
But you, the silve r spirit of the spring, 
Are deathless and you sing 
Where death shall never force decline . 
Yet he re we two are just begun. 
Run, ripples, run, 
Carve me a way 
Through night and day 
Down to the waiting sea. 
R. Newcombe 
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Laura 
Susan M. Wi lding 
fi rst sow Laura in a smal l cabaret up in Germantown . The place 
was typical of that a rea - small , burnt-gra iny pane ling - and a 
smokily comfortable atmosphere. The clientele relaxed over thei r 
Lowenbrou and wienerschnitzel , and someti mes song a long with 
zi ther -player, who started at eight o'clock. The wai tresses were rlxldy-
complexioned Germans, pinafored, well -rounded , with reody smi les . I was 
lost in contemplati on, peering into my glass of moselle, as a fort une-teller 
into a c rys tal bell. Looking through the pcle clea rness of the wine, seeing 
fjgures distorted across the room, I was recalling the words of a French-
man I'd once known, and, holding the gloss by tre stem, proper ly, as he 
hod instr ucted . 
"Why? " I hod asked. 
"F irst, It he had replied , /lit is important to see the wine, then to 
sniff the aroma of it; thot is half the pleasure of a good wine, and the very 
essence of it . Then, finally, to taste it. Ah! " he exclaimed, lifting the 
gloss , and his eyes, ' so you hold it by the stem, and the delightful color 
can be seen, and most important, you do not lose the chill. n 
I lifted my gloss in a silent toast to him, and downed it with sudden 
inspirat ion, repres sing 0 magnificent urge to throw it with all my might 
against the wall , as I had seen done in lost week's movie. This hod al -
ways struck me as a very noble gesture and I I iked occasionally to iden-
tify myself with these heroes of my dreams . I did not hurl the gloss . 
As I set the gloss down with a sigh, I heard a low smi I ing chuckle 
from behind me. The laugh was berely audible abeve the zither and the 
clinking of glosses, yet distinct and somehow different. I turned around 
and sow a shadow of block hair and laughing mouth . 
'Why didn't you throw it?" she asked, still smi li ng. 
"Was it that obvious? " I returned, taken aback by her perception . 
Anot her low laugh escaped her lips. 'I was waiting for the c rash, 
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seeing a mental image of you in spotless uniform and glossy boots , hurl -
ing that glass at the wall." 
I quickly lookee down at my once-new -now-ivary shirt and s leep-
wr inklee trousers. Suddenly I became aware thot I hodn't shaved or chonged 
clothes since the night before, so caught up was I in the inspiration. 
Thet was the beginning -0 rew breath into a stark, bore and aim-
less existence . .. wish it had never been . .. no . .. might have been 
eas ier ... both of us ... would have been .. . 
I next sow her in the park, the Carl Schurz Park, overlooking the 
East River on 86th Street. I was wandering through, vainly attempting to 
catch candid shots of children playing, when this small creature with high 
cheekbones again struck me. She walkee slowly, in old flat shoes, r un 
down at the heel s, her face storing straight into the sky, as if looking for 
something hidden. The wind blew Laura's block, black hair, and I could 
see her more clearly then the first time . The most striking aspect of her 
face was the large and delightfully expressive mouth, her beautiful,living , 
moving, laughing mollth ... 
"!-lelia again," she said, "You must live around here too . Isn 't it 
the best place ever, to be in the city, yet so free, with the air and sky 
and river? " She pointed to a tugboat dutifully pulling a barge loadee with 
rusted flatcars. "You know, whenever I think of water, I think of drown-
i~ - oh, not a horrible drowning - it' s very peaceful and quiet. Even rain 
makes me feel this way- it 's almost a pleasantly delicious feeling." As 
I lookee at her, surpri see, she hurriedly glanced at her wristwatch, a large, 
silver, nurse's watch, and turned to go before I could reply. 
Later I thought about Lauro, safely weldee back into my life of 
cameras, typewriters, and cigarettes . I looked out at the water and thought 
of her - the water, which always reminds rre of her now . . . . 
What a strange creature she seemed . Light and goy, expressing 
youth and a kind of beauty, but some other strangeness as well. What was 
Laura? And why did I ask this question of myself? 
I lit a cigarette, proppec my feet an the huge faotmarkee desk, and 
tried to think about the work in front of me. The inspiration, last week's 
inspiration, remained in the post, having flown with the week. What had 
happenee? How had I become caught up in a state of laxity and lazy care-
lessness? T he manuscript loy, like a black and white demon, on my desk, 
staring, dar ing me to pick it up. I last the dare, and turned to the evening 
newspaper. It did not help, so I went to bee, seeing again the tugboat and 
water, and the image of tha t small hurrying girl . 
After that I saw Laura often . She came and went, but I rever reall y 
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knew what or who she was . We bot h remained on the surface of t he rela -
ti onship, above the current, unwi lli ng to dive into what could be perhaps 
a painful or revea li ng unknown. 
She was well -read , I knew . We hod often d iscussed best -se ller s , 
and she 'd read Comus and Gibran; she completel y outst ri pped me on Ari s -
totle ' s forms in our occasiona l bottles of wit and know ledge . But I could 
not discover wha t she did or what underl ying unknowns mode up the total 
Lauro . Again I asked myse lf, what was there in Lauro so strange? 
We walked in the b lock of a pork, she, skipping, running , jumping 
at branches she couldn 't possibly reach , kicking s tones, like a child . We 
stood for hours, entranced, looking at the blue-green and white fr oth of 
the r iver, at the boots com ing and going in rhyt hm; and the old people who 
wondered by a rm in a rm, aim lessly ; the bums sleeping on the benches, 
obliv ious ; the stylish matrons wa lking thei r tr immed and bowed poodles ; 
the gri my children playing bo ll or s imply chasing one anot her through the 
po th-ridden hedges . We too could be l ike children, laug hing, her exquisite 
mouth widening and her lovely low laughter winging forth, to be caught up 
by the wind and sky. How beautiful those days . . . beauti ful summer 
days 
She heart ily despised sma ll talk. We were happy and light -hearted 
but never fr ivolous. Laura froze into silence rather than engage in trite 
clid,es and useless bonter wi th strangers . I was surprised to learn that 
she was twenty -six - I'd thought her younger; these few things I knew 
about her. The real Lauro rema ined on opoque piece of gloss, possibly 
fragi Ie if hand led care lessly . 
But the answer to the ques ti on of Lauro seemed to be at a beg in-
ning - a beginning of an unasked , unintended answer . We f inally came to 
understand one another, though pe rhaps not too deeply at first. Was I be-
ginning to see in Lauro a bit of myself - of my own thoughts and ques-
ti ons - or were these just weird and hopeful imaginings? 
It was difficult to be object ive at t his point. We sought each other 
out, always in the pork, to discuss some of the deepest thoughts of our 
minds . This mental probing was like purging, a direct and clean emptyi ng 
of ideas and thoughts, not as refuse, but to understanding and welcoming 
ears. Thus was our relationship becoming cemented, almost a necessity 
between us. It was as if neither of us had any outside life at al l, as if 
all the rest were a shell , so breath less we awaited and c lung to t hose 
meetings in the pork. I hod no ideo exact ly where Lauro lived; I was al -
most afraid to ask -afra id that any probing of this sort would toke the 
delici ous flav or and particular intimacy from our relat ionsh ip. We never 
d iscussed the pos t; the futlTe only occasionally; it was the pre sent, the 
here and now, tha t was important. Our minds seemed to be beginn ing to 
work in fusion; she was deep and questioning ; within her was a free ard 
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searching mind. But there was a great difference l:::etween Lauro and me . 
Her searching was often a wistful and troubled quest ioning , as if she 
wished to beat her head against the wall to try to uneerstane herself and 
the port she was to ploy in life; mine was also searching , but I hod come 
to see the futility of it, or perhaps I hod just given up . I sow a port of my-
se lf in Lauro, one often wished to be again like her, but my years hod 
seemed to mellow me so much I could hard ly remember a time when I was 
like her .... 
Autumn come after summer, and go lds and brown, mi sted by o ri s ing 
dust; one a chill wine rushing out of the greying sky; and the ri ver losing 
its mellow summer look and taking on on angry and defiant expression. 
The children who hod played in the park, wearing brown patches in the 
green, disappeared , one the old folks were more than willing to stay in-
doors . Laura one I met again on such a day, she wear ing a huge fuz zy 
green winebreaker, and look ing like a kitten rolled up in a boll of yarn. 
She hod a masked express ion on her face, as if knowing what was to come, 
but disguising her fee li ngs. 
We walked along, kicking up the cr ink led, c rackling leaves, not 
speaking . Finally she broke the screen of unspoken word s . 
"I guess we won 't be able ta meet here anymore, it 's getting so 
very cold." 
"' No, I guess not ." 
Sudden ly she turned, fi lied wi t h some strange emotion . Then she 
put out her hone, her strong small hone. · You can ' t know how much this 
has meant to me, /I she said, looking post me at the angry flow of water 
one the darkening sky .. . the sky reflected in her face . 'Perhaps I'll see 
you in the Spri ng? " 
" Perhaps," I replied. 
"'Goodbye," she said, and turned to hurry away in her usua l manner. 
I couldn't just let her go . I shou ld have, but I cou ldn 't. Finally, af -
ter first refusing, she said she would drop up for a dri nk sometime . I gave 
her my address. She did not vollXlteer hers, but said she wou ld come, one 
left me quickly. 
Winter come, and I looked at the river out of my one small gri my 
window . I seemed to see Lauro in every r ipple, in every dark and freezing 
wove, in every murky ebb and fl ow of tide . ... 
Again I hod found myself at on impasse in my work. My tiny room 
with its pock -marked desk rema ined the some; so did I. The words would 
not come, and when they did they were either so bi tterl y ironic or so very 
personal that I was ashamed to put them on paper. 
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Occasional ly I sti ll walked in the pork, but it was bare - no leaves, 
or golden wind, no child ren ot their games, laughing waves on river, or 
laughing mouth of Lauro. I found I hod come to depend on Lauro for under-
standing my deepest feelings and thoughts. I knew she could and would 
understand, and could help me out of the dead end into which I hod blind -
ly run. 
The doorbell rang as I was strai ghtening up my desk; the messiness 
of it depressed me, so I'd decided to make a new start. I pressed the bu zz-
er to open the door, wondering who it could be at so early on hour . .. 
Lauro stood there , block hai r flying, her beautiful mouth and eyes smiling 
up ot me. 
'I come for that drink you offered, " she said, stepping in and taking 
off her coot . 
We spoke no more . I mixed two drinks, handing one to her . Her eyes 
proposed a toast, we drank quickly, and then, as one, threw the glosses 
violently against the brick wall. Our laughter iained in with the tinkle of 
the broken gloss. 
Lauro, Lauro . . . how did it happen . . . beautiful , wondrous Lauro 
I can still remember you lying there, afterwords . .. sun slitting 
through the blinds onto your face .. . your mouth, mode pole by mine, . . . 
eyes closed . .. beautifully smi ling, .. epitome . . . perfect meeting 
... mind and body . .. Lauro, Lauro ... I should have known it to be 
inevitable - but it didn 't matter . .. Laura ... you were too perfect, too 
desirable ... was I wrong? ... could I help it? .. . and could you, my 
darling Lauro? 
Lauro come to my apartment with increasing regularity, both of us 
caught up in the new and exciting facet of our relationship. She would 
come to the door and fall into my waiting arms . It seemed the need for 
words hod passed; the physical urgency took first place and seemed to 
suffice for us completely ... at first . .. 
Lying next to her, touching her, hear ing her speak beautiful, tender, 
endeari ng words, all borr iers hod been broken down . Thi s was the ideal, 
the perfect, a never-never land, new and wondrous . Her br illiant, search-
ing mind seemed of necess ity to require such a perfect , fi rey body for the 
comp leti on of the whole Lauro . This Lauro, as I knew her then, was the 
whole and complete Lauro. 
Co ld, icy, b lissfu l months we spent together, lov ing, laughing, only 
occaSiona lly speaking as we hod before ; it seemed not to matter at the 
time . 
I cou ld think of nothing but her . My work, now even unt ried , loy 
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stagnant on my desk; she was my one and only thought and desire- I could 
not, hod no wi sh to escape her, or what she stood for . 
But Laura, my sweet, laughing, searching Laura, the enigma of 
womanly perfection, whom I knew so intimately, became unhappy. Lying 
in my arms, she seemed at times to withdraw from me, and I could feel 
her di soppeoring out of my arms, though bodi Iy she remained. I was unable 
to understand, for the fi rst time, and Lauro even seemed to find it diffi -
cu lt to pinpo int ; she could not control it , but she was increasingly distant. 
One afternoon on a chi ll , sleet -covered day, she dragged me out to 
walk in the park. We wandered through, quiet , not laughing, the depth of 
unders tanding between us seeming ly washed into the black -and-blue 
waves of the river. Laura walked in long str ides, violent ly, as if demand -
ing that we find something, I knew not what. I was still so completely 
consumed and held by her, I could not comprehend what had ri sen between 
us . What was she trying to re-create? To me it reeded no re-creation - it 
had not changed but hod only become better. My puzzlement and her insist-
ence collided head on, bringing us to on impasse . 
Laura .. . why did I not understand? .. . I do now . . . why did I 
let my desi re overcome us both? . . . but you did too, my darling ... 
though you realized . .. and I . . . blind . .. too late .. . why, why, my 
Lauro? . . . 
WALKING TOGETHER 
We walked apart together 
in the mist that Ie II betwe en us , 
you were sad when r was not. 
And the trees you saw were lonely 
while the ones r saw we re brave. 
And ahead, the path seemed different , 
though we knew it was the same. 
Linda Leeds 
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20 SEPTEMBER 1960 
Scarce ly-born wings of wate r, 
Mottled with new foam whip, 
Are washed away by newe r breakers 
Born in an old, old sea. 
The pass-1JJord is "ever-changing", 
And the law is "ever-changed". 
Even the great winds are troubled 
In a place where time is mocked, 
Where foolish hope struggles 
For vain glory -for the current of an 
Eternity - which, in the se a, is never. 
Only the sea goes on . 
The course of the sea is not commanded -
Always it commands. Rearing, raging, 
Slashing, sounding - always in command 
Of everything and nothing at all, 
Because in her bos om there is 
Everything and nothing; life, death; 
Heavens, hells; victory, defeat-all vain. 
Only the sea goes on . 
No beginning and no end! 
T hat is the call of the breakers 
To the destitute dreamer of dreams, 
Born in an old, old sea. 
Bob McClellan 
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15 OCTOBER 1960 
Oreen forests in a red Autumn, 
With many an ageless, massed shrine, 
Illumined by a grey sun gathering glow 
on a grey morning 
Of this very finite life of mine: 
The cricket 's song is a damp haze 
With falling leaves and branches for 
counterpoint . 
And only the mind of man can remember 
the occasional voice of feathered 
bodies and other men's footsteps-
The hope of eternity is nothing like 
the glory of living now, content 
to be a part of something great . 
The soundless nights of sound, 
Passed over by the great god, Change, 
Bringing peace in ebony folds trimmed 
with brilliant beacons 
Of another time, beyond our range: 
No diffe rent than the mornings 
With their ordered noise and coolness . 
No different they in meaning, whether 
light to dark or dark to light, 
as far as life is seen-
N a one gras ps re ality with his hands 
full of little conquered summits -
life folds in like a tin roof. 
Bob McClellan 
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The Governor's Dog 
John J , Reeves 
II he shadows in the corners of hi s ce ll meant night again , Why did ~ it always hove to come just when a few feeble rays of sunlight ~l~ began to penetrate the city grime that coked the gloss outside L.==:.J the bars? He hod been in the cell for what he f igured to be t wo 
weeks, and t ime lengthened wi th every hour, removing him farther and far-
ther from the outside world, He didn 't core whether or not he hod done it 
any more; they hadn't believed him when they caught him; the priest hadn 't 
believed him when he swore on the Virgin. Even his wife doubted him as 
she begged God to forgive him. He didn't wont God or forgiveness or trust 
or be lief. All that was theory and complication and schoo l; what he wanted 
wa s I reedom I 
From somewhere a fly hod gotten into the I it tle room, and it buzzed 
up and down the filthy window in search of its own escape. He felt very 
sorry for the fly . " I wonder if t hat 01 ' f ly would help me out if he was a 
man." But since this was like school, he found it bette r to oct without 
reasoning, He reached up and tried to herd it over to the open space be-
tween the bors on the door. The fly only become more frantic and buzzed 
the louder. "What the hell ' s all this justice anyway? " He lit a cigaret e 
and let the motch burn down unti l the heot made him drop it . 
When the cigarette was finished, he lit another, and anothe r afte r 
that, until he hod smoked the rest of the pock . He heard the two o 'clock 
train wai lout beyond the fre igh yard at the end of Sout hard Street, and 
he could smel l the diesel oil and the d ir t and the freedom of it. He tri ed 
to finish the Sunday comics, but just then noth ing seemed very funny . 
He loy back on the cot and clasped hi s hands beh ind hi s head . It 
was another hour before he s lept, but it started to ra in, and the rhyt hm of 
the dr ipping on the ledge outside helped . He dreamed that he was si tt ing 
on his bock porch at noont ime on a summer day. The sky was very b lock, 
and little puffs of wind sent condy wrapper s ondnewspapers walking down 
the olley . One part icular piece of paper rose up and took the shope of a 
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white man wi th a dog on a leash . The dog growled and bit a deportment 
store advert isement from its moster 's leg. There was a headline across 
the man ' s face which reod, " MURDERER ". And the man ' s face become 
his own face, somehow twisted and almost lXlrecognizoble. All the while 
the singing of the choi r drifted in and out of the open chicken-wire w in-
dow in the rear of the Baptist Church across the olley . Now a newspaper 
man raised his hands and conducted the hymn in mockery . The more in-
spi r ing the music grew, the more perve rted and ugly become the paper 
conductor. He stopped hi s gesticulations and produced a cigar from hi s 
coot pocket . He lit it and carefully put the match bock in his coot. He 
caught fire, and began to swi r l around with the wind unti I nothing was 
left but a neat I ittle cone of flokeyg rey ashes in the middle of the cobb le -
stones . The dog went over to the ashes and wi th great dign ity began to 
sniff at them . He didn ' t wont [0 see the dog do it . When he looked bock , 
the dog was gone and the ashes hod turned to dark gey mud . 
And now he wasn 't sitting on the porch anymore. He was in a fancy 
restaurant up town with a beautiful girl who looked a little like hi s wife, 
except that she was much younger. Then the waiter come and said,'What ' ll 
it be, Nigger ?" And the gi r l said, "Newspaper s for the gent leman. ' Then 
the dog was there again sniffing at his leg. He ran wi th the dog and the 
girl and the waite r carrying a skyscraper bundle of newspapers behind him. 
The street was lined with endless rows of newstands . In front of 
every stand a boy cried, "Reod all about t he Nigger that killed the Gov -
ernor' s dog t" And the wa iter and t he g irl stopped to buy more papers at 
every stand , but stil l they gained on him. The dog was spri nting oheod 
of him, only to turn and chase him back toward the wai ter and the g irl. 
He was sweating, and he knew that they could smel l his fear all the way 
to the tobacco plan t at the edge of town. Then he did a thing which he 
couldn 't understand. He just stopped in hi s tracks and folded h is arms. 
As the dog was about to ra ise his leg again, he woke up. 
The fi r st light of down was sneaking into the cell . He loy there in 
sweat and confinement. Al ready he hod forgot ten hi s dream, but he still 
trembled from it. Down the corridor someone coughed on early morning 
c igarette cough . The cell was exactl y the some as it hod been the night 
before, oppressively the some . He tried to fall bock into a sleep , but 
something held him fa st to the cot and acute consciousness . 
On one of the watch tower s two guards were talking over coffee . 
'What do you think they should do with that Nigger?" 
"Hong the sonofobitc h. That 's what I'd do if it was my dog he shot.' 
"I guess you 're right, but it wasn 't like it was a man or anything." 
'Wasn 't a man did the ki l lin ' either; it was a Nigger!' 
Out in the street a dog barked as it chased a lumbering tomato truck 
around the corner and out of si ght. 
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One Of The Gang 
Ted Wi If 
JiSfI motionolly ond physicolly immoture, Leslie Felix tried to ossert 
himself by seeking os much sociol opprovol os possible. Every 
doy he would dreom up new theories to achieve 0 populo rity 
L.::;;;;;::;;.I which never come. Becouse of this degroding dependence on his 
high school ossociotes, Leslie wos ofroid of them ond would continously 
give excuses for real or imagined critici sms . Before a reighborhood soft-
boll gome lost summer, he tried to decide which excuse he would use ; 
either he hod eoten too big 0 dinner, or he wos out of shope, or the bot 
wos too light, or the boll wos too heovy. 
It wos 0 muddy field thot night, so the ployers didn ' t run very quick-
ly nor did the boll bcunce olong the ground too livel y. These hondicops 
contributed to six scoreless inning s. When the sky become darker, both 
teams agreed 10 ploy one more inning with Leslie' s team batting first . 
The first botter wos Lorry Poznowski , who just didn 't reol ize the 
seriousness of the situation. He was forever smiling - 0 big ugly, buck . 
toothed smi le thot onnoyed Leslie, especiolly ofter Lorry struck out . 
"If you'd wipe thot stupid smile off your face, you might hit the boll 
sometime," Leslie coiled . Leslie hod olso struck out before in the gome, 
but ot I eost he hod been upset. 
The next botter, Art Klemner, used profonity quite extensively. He 
mode a remark about the pi teher' 5 si ster which further irritated Lesl ie. 
"You've a dirty mind," Leslie soid. "Can 't you ever soy nice things 
obout people?" 
"M shoddop, yo foiry," soid Art . "Yeoh, shoddop," soid holf 0 doz-
en other guys , including the pitcher. 
Aiming poorly, Art threw 0 hord piece of mud ot Leslie, ond then 
stepped up to the plote (holf 0 newspoper poge weighted down by stones). 
On the first pitch Art fouled one down the ri ght field li ne, but on the next 
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pitch he got a gooc piece of the ball and whacked it into left field . By the 
time the fielder caught up with the ball, Art was halfway to second, and, 
on the outfielde r' s throwing error, Art scooted to thi rd . 
An air of confidence swept Leslie ' s team, fo r up to the plate stepped 
thei r best player, Hank Osborne. Hank was eve rything Leslie wanted to 
be - handsome, popular, athletic, intelligent. Leslie frequently confided 
in Hank during homeroom period about all his frust rations. It disturbed 
Leslie that Hank didn 't confide in him also. 
"If he doesn 't get a hit, nobocy wi I V Lesl ie thought. Hank upper-
cut the ball , though, and sent an easy popfly back of thi rd base . Art t ri ed 
to tri p the thi rd baseman, but the out was made . 
Well, here was the situation: fir s t half of the last Inning, t ie score, 
a runner on third, two out, and a hit would probably win the boll game. The 
team at bat was shout ing it up . And up to the plate stepped our boy Leslie 
Felix. As he slowly picked up the bat and made hi s way toward the plate , 
all his theories popped into his mind. "When the ball leaves the pitcher' s 
hand, my weight wi II be on my right foot : he thought . • As the ball is 
corning toward the plate, my wrists will move back slowly while my eyes 
are glued to the ball . If the ball isn 't right over, I' ll let it go. If it is over, 
I'll swing late. My wris t s will move toward the ball while the bat follows 
in a whip-l ike motion . As I swing , the weight of my body wi II be shifted 
from my right foot to my left . When I complete my swing, I will follow 
through and look toward left field ." 
The pitch come in . Lesl ie closed hi s eyes and swung the bot fero -
ciously in a swing which s li ced the ai r about waist high. The ball was 
high and outside. In othe r word s , he missed it by about two feet. " I'm out 
of shape, " Les l ie said . 
Hi 5 team quieted a bit. In thi 5 game one more mi ss was a str i keout . 
"('man Leslie! You can do it, " Hank suddenly shouted . As if it were a 
signal , the rest of his team took up the clamor . · Come on, Leslie l Come 
on Leslie!" they shouted . 
It on ly made matte rs worse though. Les lie was rea ll y shaking by 
now . Something deep down ins ide to ld h im he would have to swing on the 
next pitch or run away. As the boll left the pitcher' s hand, Les lie closed 
his eyes again and s tarted to swing. Inexpl icobly, for a tenth of a second, 
his eyes opened, and he saw the boll coming in - out side and almost a 
half foot over his head. Frantica ll y, in the same motion with his swing, 
Leslie swung the bot over his head as he wou ld have swung an axe. To 
the amazement of h im se lf and everybOCy el se, the bat connected solidly, 
and the boll rocketed out to right field. The outfielder charged in about 
five feet, looked up at the boll determinedly, and watched it soi l ten feet 
over his heoc . 
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Leslie 's team was wild! Alreody the leodirg run hod scored. By the 
time the boll was retrieved, Leslie was running like a madman to third. 
Without even looking at the throw, Leslie rounded third and streaked for 
home. It would hove been a close ploy if the throw hod been good, but it 
wasn 't. So, Leslie Felix mode hi 5 first and lost homerun of the summer. 
"Way to go, Leslie!!" NWay to fight, Leslie!!" - What a guy!! " He was 
punched, shoved, and hi s hai r was mussed up; but he loved every second 
of it . 
Well, the thi rd out was mode and Leslie ' s team took the field . The 
fi rst batter grounded out to Honk, but the next guy hit a liner right to Les-
lie in center field . Lesl ie grabbed at the boll wi t h both hands , di sregord-
ing the pain in his ung loved hand. "Nice catch! " said Hank . "Yeah, nice 
catchl " said Art. "Yeah, nice catch! " said half a dozen other boys . 
Leslie's luck changed, however, on the next pitch . The batter hit 
the ball hard to left centerfield. Leslie ran over to the boll, calmly for a 
change; but he iust couldn 't hang onto it. By the time he could throw it 
back to the infield, the batter hod reached second . 'Tough chance,' said 
Hank . "Yeah, tough chance," said half a dozen other boys . 
The next batter ended the game, t hough, when he popped out to Hank 
in foul territory . As Leslie left the lot, everybody made it a point to say 
goodbye to him - something most of them hadn 't done for the whole sum-
me r. They deported in groups of two 's and three's while Leslie went home 
alone . 
-Gee, " Leslie thoughT , -they really like me ,· 
POEM 
Silvered sliver of moonlight on the floor 
in the a loa k-tio king s ile na e . 
Waiting. 
Your a larine t 
dropping notes through the silenae 
one by one 
like the slow distillation of nostalgia. 
Linda Leeds 
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Knowledge Is 
Freedom 
Richard F . Levine 
he Philadelphia Free Library, Logan Square Branch, reminds me 
of Mrs. Kipfer's place . Though unintended by its directors, this 
bui Iding resembles that house of much repute seen in' From Here 
;:;;;0;;;=..1 to Eternity " . But Mrs. Kipfer doesn ' t remain at the library; she 
only sets up the contacts .. . of a different kind of commercial activity. 
Let me draw 0 the analogy . There are three characteri sties that 
I believe are common to both commercialized sex and commercialized edu-
cation. First I sholl consider them as they concern the os tens ibly more 
immoral activity . 1) Love is for sale so profit can be made. 2) The money 
goes to the madams, the pimps, and the creditors; little is left for t hose 
who sell themselves. 3) And the seller s are t ruly slaves; they rarel y can 
break away from the business. Polly Adler ' s book, with but limited sor-
didness contained in its view of people , is on ex ception: check the au-
thorities, the records; go even ask those involved. And those who patron-
ize the houses are often pi tiful , t oo. 
The comparison I wish to make is not a nice one; the analogy I 
pre sent is wi th American secondary education. The Main Library is from 
the outside a decent enough building, but some nasty business goes on 
inside. There are some scholars to be seen in a few rooms, as well as 
graduate and college students, but on any week -end or holiday (the busy 
days for Mrs. Kipfer) the main reading rooms ere filled, often overf lowing 
with high schoo l students from the public, parochial, and pri vate schools 
in and around Philadelph ia. There they submit to and work on the illusion 
of being educated . Few are ever disillusioned and become l ike the often 
cynical _ but real istic - prostitutes. They will work there, sometimes: 
generally they waste a good deal of time meeting, giggling , and fooling 
around with friends . For as much as four or five hour s a day they may work 
on a term poper, just copying, transferring letters, from one or two books. 
They are do ing research . " Detai led stuff, ma in library only! " they pro-
claim to their friends, either proudly or in misery. They think , often on ly 
because their teachers have told them so, thot they are being educated 
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somehow, but they don 't rea l ly underst and what the process means . And 
nine times out of ten one of the better neighborhood branches of the l ibrary 
is quite adequate for their needs. 
Just as the " Iadies of the night" never achieve much for their trou-
bles, these st udents get but little out of the practice of writing . I imagine 
a few facts remain while possing from the eyes through the brain to the 
fjngers. But they ore not even "l earning how to use the library; " college 
teachers know that the freshman student who knows his way around even 
a smal l l ibrary is vi rtually nonexistent. This por t of the process of educo-
ti on is a hoax . Further, high school groouates commonly rea li ze thot thei r 
"educat ion " consis ted merely of a general collect ion of fac ts. some of 
which hove pecun iary significance; they were in the "business " for the 
financio l odvantages it migh t br ing them. Though they realize nat all of 
the ir " learni ng " is "practical ", here they ore less fort unate than those 
who ore s laves to commercial i zed sex : they never find out that "doing 
report s" or "creative research " is a bunch of hogwash. If particular facts 
or ideas are nat tested for thei r financial value, they generally are blindly 
accepted, or occosionolly scoffed ot, just os blindly. The resul tant blind 
living ("George Washington was honest ") is antithetical to freedom. That 
most high school groduates live unreol lives, as reol beings in the mythi -
cal world that they ore tought of, is obvious; they can ' t break away from 
the taught wor ld to a sensible one . They ore tropped in confusion ; the 
"system " seems to control them . And the flow of defecated intellectual. 
ism that is produced in the high schools is only (if anything) refined in 
language and chonged in scope as the mojar ity of st udents who go on to 
"advanced " education - college - continue to produce. Jacques Borzun, 
the Angry Young Mon of Columbia U., loments in the October '60 I/ arper' s 
the increase of the "cults of creativity and resea rch ", And hi s pointing 
finger is pretty much oll .occusing . I be li eve these creative fet i shes are 
engendered pr imor i Iy in high school . 
T he uncrit ica l tolerance of commercialized education is not the 
greatest inherent danger to the indiv idual , the society, or the state . Edu-
cat ion, in the organ ized fashion that exists, is a handmaiden to the "' sys + 
tern ". I shou ld ca ll it instead the woman -servant or slave, inasmuch as it 
has lost most of it s virtue. Read Aldous Huxley ' s Brave New World Re-
visite d for a c rit ical assay of the port of educat ion in controlling the moss 
mind. It happens : the enslavement of a l l who par ti c ipote, to the " system " 
of things - a control, iust as functionally rea l as by a "white- slavetrader" 
- with a resu lt of crowding out of ind iv idua l in iti at ive, ori gina l exp lora-
t ions, and the di scoveries inherent in the standard l ine of soc iety, whether 
it is democratic, communistic or wh at-hove-you . Bli nd l iv ing is s lavery; 
as in Brave New World, the bosses are the ones who possess insight . If 
not the state, then it is the community wh ich determines wh ich line is to 
be tought and what i s not to be talked obout, what is n ice or good and 
what reek s of the bogey-man, and who is or who isn ' t a proper influence 
on the mind s of the young. And here is 01 so the source of t he pub l ic hy -
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pocrisy; it is the ·community· which in reatity places "value " on educo-
tion and on readily available women. 
It isn 't hard to see what I'm against -the ens lavement af minds, 
the repetitious reports and memorizations, and the phony status of "crea-
tivity " and "research " applied to people still wet behind the ears. If you 
agree with nothing else, futu re teachers from Ursinus, see the worthless-
ness of "writing report s", 
Saint Augustine showed how " it is a happier thing to be the slave 
of man than of a lust .... " I would extend that to mean that for real free -
dom it may be a better situation to be a slove of a madam than to stumble 
through life blindly, the slave of a " system, ' and not yet understand the 
source of one's confusion and anxiety, Certainly the lotter slavery is at 
best the equivalent of the former . 
TO CONSERVATIVE CHILD 
Sing songs of jubilation 
When summe r melts away 
And ice cube's maturation 
Reminds of opening day. 
T he reverence of ration 
H ere finds its rightful home, 
Moreover cam pus fashion 
Ordains a me nt al loam . 
Rejoice, for culture's here en masse, 
Enjoining us to raise our aspirations. 
Peter Vennema 
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Seventeen American Skating Careers at the Zeni th. 
How silent is this s port . 
With closed eyes, it would be music only, 
Unless you hear the sound of the whispering satin, 
Which is the blades speeding across the tee . 
H ow silent the fans . 
Quiet as a love -fire in cold, dead winter, 
Unless you hear the appreciative heart full beating, 
Which is the dance -ste p skates knitting poetry on the ice . 
How silent the arena, now . 
Quiet and still as a heart not beating, 
Unless you can hear a memory . 
E. R. Ne ub aue r 
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COLLEGEVILLE LAUNDRY 
Next 10 the Hockey Field 
Shirts . .. A Specialty 
PROMPT SERVICE 
PROVIDENT TRADESMENS 
BANK AND TRUST COMPANY 
Member of Federal Reserve System 
and 
Federal Deposit Insurance Co. 
HUxley 9-7201 
Phoenix Steel Corporation 
and 
Phoenix Bridge Company 
Phoenixville , Pennsylvonia 
COLLEGEVILLE BAKERY 
FOR THOSE T ASTY TREATS 
Decorated Cake s for all occasions 
Hu 9 - 287 1 L. E. Knoeller, Prop. 
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I IT'S NEW 
SCHU L Z BUTT ERNUT BREAD 
IN THE NEW ULTRA-MODERN PA C KAGE 
Your Friendly Boker for 60 Years 
SCHULZ BAKING CO. 
POTTSTOWN , PA . 
Two Ice Creams of Quality . . . 
Foremost Ice Cream 
AND 
Dolly Madison Ice Cream 
FOREMOST DAIRIES, INC. 
2nd and Manatawny Streets 
POTTSTOWN, PA. 
FAculty 3-5800 
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SUPERIOR TUBE COMPANY 
the BIG NAME 
in small tubing 
CO LLEGEVIL LE, PA. 
MUTUAL INS U RAN C E COM PAN Y 
of 
PENNSYLVANIA 
373 MAIN STREET 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA . 
SINCE 1871 
FIRE AND ALLIED LINES HOMEOWNERS-INLAND MARINE 
LIABILITY -CASUALTY -AUTO 
PHONE : HUXLEY 9 - 3 4 11 
Compliments of 
MIKE'S BARBER SHOP 
476 Ma in Street 
Collegeville, Po. 
PRINTMASTER PRESS 
eVERY JOB, LARGE OR SMALL, 
HANDLED WITH 
CARE , ACCURACY a PUNCTUALITY 
Hilltop 9- 1960 12 N. Manoa Road 
(BASEMEN T OF ES T E LL E ' S K I DD i e SHOP, HAVERTOWN) 
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Pipin' Hot Sandwiches, Soft Ice Cream 
Route 422 
Main Street 
Milk Shakes, Cold Drinks 
HUxley 9-7185 
Compliments of 
SCHRADER'S 
ATLANTIC STATION 
S & H Green Stamps 
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Limerick, Po . 
Collegeville, Po . 

